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1. INTRODUCTION (first level heading - 13 pt)
JOURNAL OF MACHINE ENGINEERING is a scientific journal devoted to current
issues of design and manufacturing -aided by innovative computer techniques and state – of
–the –art computer systems - of products which meet the demands of the current global
market.
The Journal is a continuation of Machine Engineering Publisher for five years. The
Journal appears quarterly with each issue devoted entirely to a different topic. The papers
are carefully selected and reviewed by distinguished world famous scientists and
practitioners.
Apart from articles pertaining to a single general subject each issue will contain
expositions by experts from universities, industry and governmental institutions, articles
devoted to particular companies and branches of industry.
The final text should be submitted by e-mail to the Editorial Office at:
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2. TABLES / ILLUSTRATIONS
All figures and other types of illustrations should be prepared in a format assuring their
legibility after reproduction involving 20% reduction in size.
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ILLUSTRATION
Fig. 1. Figure caption (10 pt)

It is important to ensure that font sizes in figures are not smaller than fonts used for
captions under figures, i.e. not smaller than 10pt. It should be remembered that the decimal
numbers in figures, charts and tables are to be written using points and not commas as
decimal marks (e.g. 12.1 not 12,1).
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where: a- amplitude, d-….
3. CONCLUSION / SUMMARY
Should transparently point out the basic research results describe in the article.
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